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Abstract

Multiprocessor systems with a global shared memory providelogically uniform data access. To hide
latencies when accessing global memory each processor makes use of a private cache. Several copies
of a data item may exist concurrently in the system. To guarantee consistency when updating an item a
processor must invalidate copies of the item in other private caches. To exclude the effect of classical
paging faults, one assumes that each processor knows its owndata access sequence, but does not know
the sequence of future invalidations requested by other processors. Performance of a processor with
this restriction can be measured against the optimal behavior of a theoretical omniscient processor,
using competitive analysis. A4

3
-competitive randomized online algorithm for this problemfor cache

size of2 is presented. This algorithm is derived with the help of a newconcept we call knowledge
states. We also prove a matching lower bound, thus this online algorithm is best possible. Finally, a
lower bound of3

2
on the competitiveness for larger cache sizes is shown.

1 Introduction

Modern computer architectures use memory hierarchies to speedup the data access. There is a large
body of work for caching problems for single processors, where a bounded cache size and a sequence
of data requests is given, seee.g.[8] for a survey. When fresh data has to be loaded into a full cache
some of the data stored in the cache has to be evicted in order to make space. Since data requests
are typically not known in advance a caching strategy has to speculate about future data requests and
decide what data item to evict in order to minimize the numberof cache misses. This gives rise to
an online problem, and the competitive ratio of different online strategies has been compared to the
optimal offline algorithm which knows the complete sequenceof future requests.

For similar reasons in a parallel system there have to exist local caches for each processor to mask
the delay of accessing global memory, even if this is shared random access. (See also Figure 1.) In fact,
it may be necessary to store several copies of a data item in different local caches, otherwise processors
might slow each other down significantly.

To make this more precise, letk denote the size of a local cache, that is the maximal number of
data items or pages which can be stored. Each processorP manages its own cache. But whenever
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Figure 1. Caching in a Multiprocessor System

another processorP ′ changes a data itemx, which has a copy in the cache ofP , this copy ofx has to
be invalidated in order to guarantee consistency of the computation. Smaller parallel systems may use
some sort of snooping such thatP learns the new value ofx immediately and updates its cache, but for
a larger number of processors there is not enough bandwidth for such a procedure. In this case a better
strategy is to store pointers to cached copies in global memory and to send invalidation messages to
such caches. Hence there can be two reasons for a cache miss: Either,P can experience a “miss” in the
usual way,i.e., because datax needed by the processor was not among any of itsk cached items, orx
has been in the cache, but an invalidation caused by some other processor has occurred beforeP can
access this item. This we call aninvalidation miss.

The goal of our research is to measure the effect of this parallel setting on the online complexity
of caching. With respect to worst case complexity, the competitive ratio cannot increase: It is known
that already for the single processor case the ratio equalsk and it is not difficult to see that it cannot
increase further in a parallel environment. However, this worst case ratio ofk is considerably too
pessimistic for most real-world applications. The question becomes: How can one investigate the
additional complexity caused by invalidation misses?

We propose to consider an intermediate, albeit slightly artificial, model in which private cache misses
can be avoided as much as possible. Given the sequenceρ of requested items a processorP knowsρ

in its entirety, only invalidations caused by other processors are not known beforehand and are given
online. We call this theOFI (Oblivious to Future Invalidations) restriction. Thus, anOFI online
algorithm can minimize private cache misses to the same extent as an offline algorithm if there were no
invalidation misses. Invalidation, however, cannot be foreseen in the OFI setting.

For example, let the cache contain itemsa andb and the next requests bec, a in that order. Sincec
produces a cache miss one of the itemsa or b has to be evicted. If we know thata will be requested
again later it is obviously better to keepa. Indeed, this will be the action of the optimal offline algorithm
as well as of an OFI strategy. Now assume the request sequenceto beρ = c, invalidate(a), a, b. This
means that before another access toa there will be an invalidation of this data item. An OFI caching
strategy (which does not know this fact) will still keepa and evictb in order to make space forc.
However, an offline algorithm can deduce that it makes no sense to keepa since it will be invalidated
before its next access. By keepingb instead, the offline algorithm has only 2 cache misses onρ, whereas
the OFI strategy incurs 3.

Our model gives insight how much this lack of information mayincrease cache misses: We estimate
the competitive ratio of (a) the performance of a single processor caching strategy in a multiproces-
sor system which knows its own future data requests against (b) an optimal offline algorithm that has
complete knowledge of the whole system. Thus we view theOFI model as mainly an analytic tool to
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differentiate between the two types of cache misses. Other models which involve partial information
about the future includelookaheadfor the paging problem [2], [3], [9], [14], and competitive imple-
mentation of parallel programs [11]. However, our model is specifically geared to the multiprocessor
case.

Genther and Reischuk [12, 13] have already studied different deterministic caching strategies in the
OFI setting. They give upper and lower bounds for the competitive ratio between deterministicOFI
caching strategies and the optimal offline algorithm – in particular for everyk, a competitive ratio2
can be achieved.

In this paper, we consider the generalization of this problem to randomizedOFI caching. Using a
novel technique, theknowledge state approach, we achieve better bounds in the randomized case. We
will briefly describe this technique in Section 2. In Section3, we give a knowledge state algorithm with
a competitive ratio of4

3
for k = 2. Section 4 and 5 give lower bounds. Fork = 2 we show that the

ratio 4

3
is best possible, thus establishing that the knowledge state algorithm is optimally competitive.

For k ≥ 3, we show a lower bound of3
2
. We conjecture that fork = 3 there exist a knowledge state

algorithm that matches this lower bound.

2 Distributions, Work Functions and Knowledge States

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic concepts ofonline algorithms and competitive
analysis (see for example [8]). Competitiveness makes sense as a concept when an algorithm lacks
timely access to all input data. IfA is an algorithm for a given minimization problem we say thatA is
C-competitive, whereC ≥ 1 is some constant factor, if for every instance, the cost paidby A does not
exceedC times the minimal cost for that instance plus some fixed constantλ. If A is randomized the
cost ofA is its expected cost on the instance.

We remind the reader that many randomized online algorithmsare given in a so called distributional
form, including a number of well known paging algorithms,e.g. the algorithm EQUITABLE, [1], [7].
For randomized online algorithms against an oblivious adversary, the distribution model is equivalent
to another form of description called behavioral model. Forthek-cache problem, such an algorithm is
essentially a state transition diagram, where each state isa probabilistic distribution of configurations.
More precisely, aconfiguration is simply an unorderedk-tuple of pages, and represents a possible
cache configuration. Then, a transition from one state to thenext state is a deterministic transition to a
new distribution. Unfortunately, the number of configurations in each state (and hence the number of
states) can increase arbitrarily. One way to avoid this is toallow non-deterministic transitions and we
note that we have a great degree of freedom in designing such astate transition diagram. In the standard
distribution model, the algorithm deterministically chooses a distribution at each step, but in this paper
we allow the algorithm to use randomization to choose the distribution. This variation, called themixed
modelof randomized algorithms is a generalization of both the behavioral model and the distributional
model.

On the other hand, so that competitiveness can be determined, estimates on optimal costs have
to be maintained. One tool useful in the analysis of online algorithms, and which plays a role in
our problem, is the concept of awork function. For a request sequence, the work function gives the
optimal cost up to the current request and ending in cache configurationx ∈ X . Thus work functions
provide information about the optimal cost of serving the past request sequence and can be used as
estimators. More precisely, letX denote the set of all configurations. Then, for a request sequenceρ,
by ωρ(x), we denote the minimum cost of servingρ and ending in configurationx ∈ X . When the
request sequence is understood, we omit the superscriptρ and simply writeω(x). We define function
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ω∧r as(ω∧r)(y) = minx∈X {ω(x) + cost(x, r, y)} wherecost(x, r, y) denotes the cost of servingr
given cache configurationx while resulting in configurationy. The reader is reminded that in order
to calculate (and update) the work function one can use dynamic programming. In such a dynamic
program, only values for configurationsx ∈ X with

ω(x) = min
x

ω(x)

need to be kept, since all other values can be reconstructed from thesesupport configurations. In this
context, it is also convenient to do the following: LetMIN = minx ω(x). Then consider the function
(ω − MIN). This function, which is called theoffset function, is non-negative and has value0 on all
support configurations. Thus, a work function can be recorded by giving its support set together with
the valueMIN, which we call theoffset.

With this we introduce a convenient notation, taken from [15], for offset functions for thek-cache
problem, which we call thebar notation. Let w be a string consisting of at leastk page names and
exactlyk bars, with the condition that at leasti page names are to the left of theith bar. Thenw defines
an offset functionω as follows: If x is any configuration of pages such that, for eachi = 1, . . . k,
the names of at leasti members ofx are written to the left of theith bar, thenω(x) = 0. We call
configurations which satisfy this condition thesupport setof ω. If y ∈ X does not satisfy this condition,
thenω(y) is the number of page replacements necessary to changey to a configuration which is a
member of the support set. For example, ifk = 2, ab|| denotes the offset function whose support set
consists of just the configuration{a, b}, while if k = 4, ab||cd|ef | denotes the offset function whose
support consists of the configurations{a, b, c, d}, {a, b, c, e}, {a, b, c, f}, {a, b, d, e}, and{a, b, d, f}.
From [15], we have:
Lemma 1 A functionω is an offset function for thek-cache problem if and only if it can be expressed
using the bar notation.

Central to our discussion is a novel technique in competitive analysis: the knowledge state approach.
It incorporates the two elements just described: non-deterministic transitions as well as estimates on
the offline cost. We summarize that technique briefly in this section. We refer the reader to [4] for a
detailed description of the technique.

A knowledge state algorithm[4, 6] is a mixed online algorithm that computes anadjustmentand an
estimatorat each step. The estimator (together with the adjustment) is a real-valued function on con-
figurations that is updated at every step, and which estimates the cost of the optimal offline algorithm.
More formally, ifA is a knowledge-state algorithm, then:

1. At any given step, the state ofA is a pair(ω, π), whereπ is a finite distribution onX , and
ω : X → R is the current estimator. We call this pair thecurrent knowledge state.

2. If S = (ω, π) is the knowledge state and the next request isr, thenA computes an adjustment, a
number which we calladjustA(S, r), and uses randomization to pick a new knowledge stateS′ =

(ω′, π′). More precisely, there are subsequent knowledge statesSi = (ωi, πi) and subsequent
positive weightsλi for i = 1, . . . m,

∑m
i=1

λi = 1, such that

(a) (ω∧r)(x) ≥ adjustA(S, r) +
∑m

i=1
λiωi(x) for eachx ∈ X .

(b) For eachi, A choosesS′ to beSi with probabilityλi.

In our application, we use offset functions (in bar notation) as estimators. We will also keep a small
finite amount of information about the future private request sequence with each offset function1. When

1This requires generalizing our model slightly; we note thatour method is also valid in this case (see [6].)
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there is a request, the algorithm computes a new offset function and selects a new distribution, but may
also need to “query the future” to decide the new knowledge state. (Note that the algorithm does not
obtain new information in this query. The algorithm has the entire private request sequence available,
and “querying the future” means simply looking at this memory.)

3 A 4

3
-Competitive Algorithm for k = 2

Without loss of generality, each invalidation of a pagea takes place immediately beforea is re-
quested since this is the worst case scenario for OFI-page faults in multiprocessor systems. The request
of a preceded by an invalidation is denoted byâ, while a request ofa with no invalidation before we
simply write asa. For example, ifρ̂ = ab̂ĉbadb̂a is the sequence of future requests, then only the
sequence of its private future requests,ρ = abcbadba, is known to the OFI-online-algorithm. In the
first step servinga, the algorithm must decide on evicting a page without knowing whether the next
request is of the formb or b̂. If it is b̂ it would not make sense to keepb. Thus if we have to make room
for a, andb is in the cache at the moment an optimal offline algorithm knowing thatb̂ comes next will
evict b. We require that the request sequenceρ̂ must beconsistentwith the private request sequenceρ,
meaning thatρ can be obtained from̂ρ by replacing everŷa by a, for any pagea.

B
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Figure 2. The Three Knowledge States A, B , C

Let us now define the four parameterized knowledge states, which we nameAab, Babc, Cabcd, and
Dabcde, wherea, b, c, d, e are arbitrary pages.Aab, Babc, andCabcd are illustrated in Figure 2. The
knowledge stateDabcde, which is only used as a transitory state, appears in Figure 5.

If a andb are pages, the notation “a < b” means that, ifa andb both appear in the future private
request sequence (which is known to the algorithm), then thenext instance ofa precedes the next
instance ofb, or thatb never appears in the future.

1. Aab = (ab||, πA
ab), whereπA

ab, is defined to be 1 on the pair{a, b}. The knowledge stateAab is
the same as the knowledge stateAba.

Our full notation for the knowledge stateAab is a 1

b 1

∣∣∣∣, where we write the page names vertically
instead of horizontally to indicate that we do not care whethera < b.

2. Babc = (a|bc| andb < c, πB
abc), whereπB

abc is defined to be2
3

on{a, b} and 1

3
on{a, c}. Besides

the offset functiona|bc|, the knowledge state contains the information thatb < c.

Thus,Babc 6= Bacb, despite the fact that they have the same offset function.

Our full notation for this knowledge state isBabc = a
1

∣∣∣∣
b
2

3

c
1

3

∣∣∣∣, where the placing ofc horizontally

afterb indicates thatb < c.

3. Cabcd = (a|bcd|, πC
abcd), whereπC

abcd is 1

3
on each of the three states,{a, b}, {a, c}, and{a, d}.

Note thatCabcd = Cabdc = Cacbd = Cacdb = Cadcb = Cadbc, since this knowledge state contains
no information about the future order of requests.
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The full notation for this knowledge state isCabcd = a
1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

b
1

3

c
1

3

d
1

3

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

4. Dabcde = (a|bcde|, πD
abcde), whereπD

abcde is 1

4
on each of the states{a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, and

{a, e}.

The full notation for this knowledge state isDabcde = a
1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

b
1

4

c
1

4

d
1

4

e
1

4

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
The knowledge stateD is transitory,

meaning that when our algorithm enters it it immediately leaves it, as shown in Figure 5.

Theorem 1 For cache size2, there exists an online algorithmA achieving a competitiveness bounded
by 4

3
.

Proof: We will use a standard potential argument to prove competitiveness, and thus we will need to
associate a potentialΦ with each knowledge state. We now define theupdate conditionfor a given
step. FixC > 1. Let St−1 be the knowledge state aftert − 1 steps, let{Ui} be the subsequents for
stept, andλi be the probability thatUi will be chosen to beSt. We defineadjust to be the expected
adjustment of this step, the minimum value of the differencebetween the updated work function and
the expected work function after the Las Vegas step, andcostA to be the expected cost of the algorithm
A. Then the update condition is that

Φ(St−1) ≥ costA − C · adjust+
∑

i

λi Φ(Ui) .

We will make use of the following lemma from [6]:

Lemma 2 If the update condition holds at every step of an online algorithm then it isC-competitive.

B

a

a b

bc

<ba

b a<

1

c, ĉ

Φ = 0

Φ

Φ

= 

= 

1−
3

1−
3

B

_2
3

_1
3

1
A a

b
1

_

1
c

2
3

_1
3

Figure 3. Transition from Knowledge State A

Fix now C = 4

3
. We specify theC-competitive algorithmA, simultaneously verifying the update

condition at each step.A uses the 4 knowledge states defined above with potentials

Φ(Aab) = 0, Φ(Babc) = 1

3
, Φ(Cabcd) = 2

3
, φ(Dabcde) = 1 .

The actions ofA in each knowledge state are as follows.

1. If the knowledge state isAab, Babc, or Cabcd, and the requesta nothing happens (not illustrated).

2. If the knowledge state isAab, Babc, or Cabcd, and the request̂a, the algorithm ejectsa and later
moves (the updated version of)a back into the cache. It holds thatcostA = adjust= 1, and the
knowledge state remains the same (not illustrated).
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3. If the knowledge state isAab and the requestc or ĉ, A considers its private request sequence. If
a < b it moves to the knowledge stateBcab, else toBcba. In both cases,costA = adjust= 1, and
Φ increases by1

3
, thus the update condition is exactly satisfied (see Figure 3).

4. If the knowledge state isBabc and the request isb, the new knowledge state isAab. ThencostA =
1

3
, since the probability is2

3
that our cache state is alreadyab, andadjust = 0. The potential

decreases by1
3

(see Figure 4).

5. If the knowledge state isBabc and the request̂b,A considers its private request sequence. Ifa < c

it moves to the knowledge stateBbac. ThencostA = adjust = 1, and the potential remains the
same. Otherwise, the algorithm moves to the knowledge stateBbca. ThencostA = 4

3
, adjust= 1

without changing the potential (see Figure 4). In either case, the update condition is satisfied.

Note that inBabc, a request ofc or ĉ is impossible sinceb < c.

6. If the knowledge state isBabc and the request is a new paged or d̂, the algorithm moves toCdabc.
ThencostA = adjust = 1, andΦ increases by1

3
, thus the update condition is exactly satisfied

(see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Transition from Knowledge State B

7. If the knowledge state isCabcd and the request is eitherb, c, d, or b̂, ĉ, or d̂, without loss of
generality, it is eitherb or b̂, since no special distinguishing information aboutb, c, d has been
recorded in the knowledge state. In the case ofb, A moves to knowledge stateAab. Then
costA = 2

3
, adjust= 0, and the update condition is exactly satisfied (see Figure 5). If the request

is b̂, A moves to knowledge stateCbacd. ThencostA = adjust = 1, the potential remaining the
same (see Figure 5).

8. If the knowledge state isCabcd and the request ise or ê, wheree is a new page, the algorithm
first moves to the transitory knowledge stateDeabcd. For this part,costA = adjust = 1, andΦ

increases by1
3
. Then the algorithm moves to one of the four knowledge statesAae, Abe, Ace, or

Ade, choosing each with probability1
4
. For this part, by Lemma 3 below,costA = 0, while, by

Lemma 4 below,adjust = −3

4
, and the potential decreases by 1. Thus, the update condition is

satisfied exactly (see Figure 5).

Lemma 3 In Case 8, the cost of algorithmA is 0.
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Proof: Although in the behavioral model randomization must be usedto choose one of theA’s, in the
distributional model the choice is deterministic. If the algorithm’s state isab it chooses the knowledge
stateAab. If the algorithm’s state isac it chooses the knowledge stateAac. If the algorithm’s state isad

it chooses the knowledge stateAad. If the algorithm’s state isae it chooses the knowledge stateAae.
Thus, the movement cost is 0.�
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Figure 5. Transition from Knowledge State C

Lemma 4 In Case 8, the adjustment is−3

4
.

Proof: The offset function before the Las Vegas step isa|bcde|. The offset function after the Las Vegas
step is eitherab||, ac||, ad||, or ae||, each with probability1

4
. The adjustment is thus, by definition, the

maximum value of the functiona|bcde| − 1

4
ab|| − 1

4
ac|| − 1

4
ad|| − 1

4
ae||. This function has the same

value−3

4
on each of the four pairs.�

Note that in every case in the above list, the cost ofA plus the increase in potential is less than or
equal to4

3
times the adjustment. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.�

We have only given a distributional description of algorithm A. One has to translate it into a be-
havioral description in order to implement the algorithm. That this can be done one has to check that
the transitions between the different distributions of theknowledge states are indeed possible. We omit
these simple calculations here.

4 A Lower Bound for Cache Size 2

Theorem 2 For cache size2, the competitiveness of any randomized online algorithm for the cache
coherent data access problem is at least4

3
.

Proof: Let us consider a scenario where there are just three pages altogether, which we calla, b, and
c. Let A be any randomized online algorithm. We give a randomized adversary which forcesA’s
expected cost to be at least4

3
the optimal cost.

Our adversary picks the private request sequenceρ = (abc)n for some largen, and then chooses
a request sequencêrho consistent withρ using randomization, as follows. The adversary first picks
a random stringΓ of sufficient length (roughly3n

2
will be sufficient) over the alphabet{2, 3}. Each

symbol ofΓ is picked independently and uniformly.Γ is then used as a guide to pickρ̂.
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The sequencêρ will consist of phases, where each phase has length either 2 or 3 determined by
the ith symbol ofΓ. The last request in each phase is a simple page load (that is of type a), all other
requests are page loads with an invalidation of that page before (that means of typêa). For example, if
Γ = 2332322, thenρ̂ = âb, ĉâb, ĉâb, ĉa, b̂ĉa, b̂c, âb, where the commas separate the phases.

Our particular setting implies that an optimal offline algorithm can always satisfy the page load
without a cache miss. Thus, depending on the length of a phaseit makes either 1 or 2 pages faults. The
expected number of page faults then equals3n

2
.

By symmetry, let̂a be the first request of a phase. Then the online algorithmA will be in stateab

or stateac after serving it. IfA is in stateac then its cost of serving the whole phase is at least 2 since
the next request will generate a page fault for sure. IfA is in stateab its cost of serving the phase is 1
if the phase has length 2, and 3 if the phase isâb̂c. Thus, the expected cost of servicing one phase is at
least 2. This yields a lower bound4

3
on the competitiveness ofA. �

Combining Theorems 1 and 2, we obtain:

Theorem 3 For cache size2, the randomized competitiveness of the cache coherent dataaccess prob-
lem is 4

3
.

5 A Lower Bound for Larger Cache Sizes

We say that an online algorithmA for the cache coherent data access problem islazy if, given a
request to any page,A does not move any page other than the requested page into its cache.

Lemma 5 Without loss of generality, an online algorithm for the cache coherent data access problem
is lazy.

Proof: SupposeA is any online algorithm. Define a lazy online algorithm̂A as follows: Â never
moves a page into the cache unless it is the page requested at that step. IfÂ is forced to eject a page,
it chooses to eject a page in such a way as to match its cache toA’s cache as much as possible subject
to the lazy condition. LetDt be the difference betweenA’s cache andÂ’s cache aftert steps,i.e., the

number of pages inA’s cache that are not in̂A’s cache. LetCostt andĈost
t

be the total costs ofA and

Â, respectively, for the firstt steps. The loop invariant̂Cost
t
≤ Costt − Dt holds for allt, as can be

routinely verified by considering several cases. thus, the expected total cost of̂A is no greater than the
expected total cost ofA for any given request sequence.�

We can also prove a lower bound of3

2
on the competitiveness of the problem fork = 3, which

implies the same lower bound fork > 3, by a simple reduction. To prove the result we use a standard
potential argument but we note that using a computer program, we established the minimum value ofC

to be3

2
, and also to identify a minimal set of variables and inequalities needed to prove the lower bound.

The actual proof is short, and requires defining five quantities (similar toα, β, γ, δ) and proving five
inequalities, similar to the four inequalities given in theproof of the lower bound fork = 2. But that
simple proof belies the complexity of the problem especially for values ofk larger than3. However,
the resulting proof given below can be understood in its entirety without the use of a computer.

We first assume that there exists an algorithmA which isC-competitive for someC. By Lemma
5, A is lazy. We use the distributional model to describeA. In order to prove our lower bound, we
need consider only four pages, which we namea, b, c, d. Let the public request sequence be(abcd)N ,
whereN is assumed to be arbitrarily large.2 We assume that the initial cache is{b, c, d}. Let st be the
public request at stept, and letωt be the offset function at stept. Let rt be the actual request at stept;

2The proof given below seems to assume thatN is infinite. In fact, this problem is an easily resolved technical detail.
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therefore eitherrt = st or rt = ŝt. Given this public request sequence, there are only twelve possible
offset functions, which can be classified into three types:

A = {cab|||, dcb|||, adc|||, bad|||}, B = {ba||dc|, cb||ad|, dc||ba|, ad||cb|},
C = {a|dcb||, b|adc||, c|bad||, d|cba||}.

Let πt be the distribution ofA at stept. Let Φ be aC-potential forA, and letΦt be the potential of
A at stept. Let costt be the cost incurred byA at stept. Although technically,πt is a distribution on
triples, we abuse notation by writingπt

s to be the probability that a given pages is in the cache. Thus,
πt

st = 1, andπt
a+πt

b+πt
c+πt

d = 3 for all t. Furthermore, letadjustt bemaxs

{(
ωt−1∧rt

)
(s) − ωt(s)

}
,

where the maximum is taken overs ∈ {a, b, c, d}. Then we have

Lemma 6 Let t > 0. Then

If rt = ŝt, thenωt ∈ C.

If rt = st andωt−1 ∈ A, thenωt ∈ C.

If rt = st andωt−1 ∈ B, thenωt ∈ A.

If rt = st andωt−1 ∈ C, thenωt ∈ B.

For t ≥ 1, if rt = ŝt or ωt−1 is of typeA, then adjustt = 1. Otherwise, adjustt = 0.

For t ≥ 0, costt+1 + Φt+1 ≤ Φt + C · adjustt+1.

Proof: The proof is by routine calculation.�
With these preliminaries we are now ready to formulate our potential argument. To this end, we

define the following quantities:

α = minωt∈A

{
Φt + πt

st+2

}
β = minωt∈B

{
Φt

}

γ = minωt∈B

{
Φt + πt

st+2

}
δ = minωt∈B

{
Φt − πt

st+2

}

ǫ = minωt∈C

{
Φt + πt

st+1

}

The following claims will yield our result immediately. Forthe proof we simply make use of Lemma
6, as well as the definitions of the quantities themselves:

Claim 1 α ≤ δ + 1. Claim 2 β + 1 ≤ ǫ. Claim 3 δ + γ ≤ 2β.
Claim 4 ǫ + 1 ≤ α + C. Claim 5 ǫ + 1 ≤ γ + C.

Proof: (Of Claim 1). Pick somet such thatωt ∈ B andδ = Φt − πt
st+2. Without loss of generality,

ωt = ba||dc|. Let rt+1 = c. Thenst+2 = d, adjustt+1 = 0, andcostt+1 = 1 − πt
c. Thus

Φt − πt
d = δ

α ≤ Φt+1 + πt
a

Φt+1 + 1 − πt
c ≤ Φt + C

πt+1
a ≤ πt

a

πt
a + πt

c + πt
d = 2

�
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Proof: (Of Claim 2.) Pick somet such thatωt ∈ C andǫ = Φt + πt
st+1. Without loss of generality,

ωt = a|dcb||. Supposert+1 = b. Thenst+2 = c, adjustt+1 = 0, andcostt+1 = 1 − πt
b. Thus

Φt + πt
b = ǫ

β ≤ Φt+1

Φt+1 + 1 − πt
b ≤ Φt

Combining the above inequalities, we obtain the result.�

Proof: (Of Claim 3.) Pickt such thatωt ∈ B andβ = Φt. Then

2β = Φt + πt
st+2 + Φt − πt

st+2

≥ γ + δ

Combining the above inequalities, we obtain the result.� Proof: (Of Claim 4.) Pick somet such that
ωt ∈ A andα = Φt + πt

st+2. Without loss of generality,ωt = cba|||. Thenst+2 = a, adjustt+1 = 1,
andcostt+1 = 1. Thus

Φt + πt
a = α

ǫ ≤ Φt+1 + πt+1
a

Φt+1 + 1 ≤ Φt + C

πt+1
a ≤ πt

a

Combining the above inequalities, we obtain the result.�

Proof: (Of Claim 5). Pick somet such thatωt ∈ B andγ = Φt + πt
st+2. Without loss of generality,

ωt = ba||dc|. Supposert+1 = ĉ. Thenst+2 = d, adjustt+1 = 1, andcostt+1 = 1. Thus

Φt + πt
d = γ

ǫ ≤ Φt+1 + πt+1

d

Φt+1 + 1 ≤ Φt + C

πt+1

d ≤ πt
d

Combining the above inequalities, we obtain the result.�

Combining the five claims yields the inequality3 ≤ 2C. Thus:

Theorem 4 There is no online algorithm for the cache coherent data access problem fork = 3 whose
competitiveness is less than3

2
.

5.1 Lower Bound for k > 3

Theorem 5 There is no online algorithm for the cache coherent data access problem whose competi-
tiveness is less than3

2
.

Proof: Our lower bound proof, as earlier, is obtained by considering a specific public request sequence,
where the overall number of pages is exactlyk + 1. Let a, b, c, d, x4, x5, . . . xk be pages. We callxi,
for i ≥ 4, dummy pages. We let the initial cache be{b, c, d, x4, x5, . . . xk}, and the public request
sequence be(ax4x5 . . . xkbx4x5 . . . xkcx4x5 . . . xkdx4x5 . . . xk)

N for arbitrarily largeN . Consider
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any randomized adversary which completely ignores the dummy pages;i.e., it behaves just like an
optimal adversary fork = 3 on the subsequence(abcd)N , and never ejects a dummy page. Anormal
request is defined to be a request which is not a request to a dummy page.

LetA be a randomized online algorithm. We need to prove that, without loss of generality,A never
ejects a dummy page. Without loss of generality,A is lazy. Choose an online algorithm̂A as follows:
Â is lazy and never ejects a dummy page. If forced to eject a page, Â chooses to eject a page in such a
way as to match its cache toA’s cache as much as possible subject to the above conditions.

DefineDt to be the difference between̂A’s cache andA’s cache aftert steps. Note thatDt must

be either zero or one. LetCostt and Ĉost
t

be the total costs ofA andÂ, respectively, for the firstt
steps. Notice that the request sequence can be partitioned intophasesof lengthk− 2 each. Each phase
begins with one normal request, followed byk − 3 requests to dummy pages. We need to prove two
loop invariants:

1. Before and after each phase,̂Cost
t
≤ Costt − Dt.

2. Immediately after each normal request, ifA has all dummy pages in its cache, then̂Cost
t
≤

Costt − Dt, while if A does not have all dummy pages in its cache,̂Cost
t
≤ Costt.

We prove the each of two invariants by assuming the other holds for anyu < t.
We first prove Invariant 1. It clearly holds initially. Suppose thatt = m(k − 2) for m > 0, and let

u = t − k + 3. Assume Invariant 2 holds atu. If A has all dummy pages in its cache atu, both caches
are unchanged and both algorithms pay nothing during the dummy requests, so Invariant 1 holds att.
Otherwise,A pays at least 1 during the dummy requests, whileÂ pays nothing, so Invariant 1 holds
for t.

We now prove Invariant 2. Suppose thatt = m(k − 2) + 1 for m ≥ 0. Let u = t − 1. Assume that
Invariant 1 holds foru. Suppose thatA has all dummy pages in its cache att. If st is in Â’s cache after
stepu, thenÂ pays no more thanA for the request att, while if st is not inÂ’s cache after stepu, Â
pays at most 1, and can always arrange forDt to be zero. On the other hand, suppose thatA’s cache
is missing one dummy page aftert steps. IfDu = 0, thenÂ pays no more thanA pays at stept. If
Du = 1, thenÂ pays no more than 1 more thanA pays at stept. Thus. Invariant 2 holds fort.

It follows immediately thatÂ pays no more thanA for the entire request sequence. We can now
assume that the dummy pages are always remain in the cache of both the adversary and the algorithm,
and contribute nothing to either’s cost. It follows, from Theorem 4, that the competitiveness against
this adversary is at least3

2
. �

6 Conclusions

We mention that a forgiveness online algorithm is a knowledge state algorithm with the special re-
striction that there is always exactly one subsequent. It isinteresting to note that historically, forgiveness
came first, so we can think of the knowledge state approach as being a generalization of forgiveness.
We mention that very recently, Beinet al. [7] have been able to improve the memory requirements of
the algorithm EQUITABLE using such a forgiveness technique. The randomizedk-paging algorithm
EQUITABLE given by Achlioptaset al. is Hk-competitive and usesO(k2 log k) memory. This compet-
itive ratio is best possible. Borodin and El Yaniv [8] listedas an open question whether there exists
anHk-competitive randomized algorithm which requiresO(k) memory fork-paging: Beinet al. [7]
have answered this question in the affirmative.
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We note that the result of Section 3 is specific to the casek = 2, but it might be possible to obtain
results for largerk using a well designed forgiveness algorithm. Unfortunately, there is not much slack
since in the deterministic case a ratio of2 can be achieved for allk. However, we do conjecture that a
knowledge state algorithm with randomized competitiveness 3

2
exists for cache size of3.

Since our randomized results show better competitiveness than the deterministic results of [12] and
[13], our work suggests that randomization indeed could be beneficial in practice.
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